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We have studied vortex-lattice dynamics as a function of driving force direction, in superconducting Nb
films with periodic pinning arrays of magnetic dots. Square and rectangular symmetry arrays define channels
that guide the vortex-lattice motion. We investigated the effect of the driving force direction on the commen-
surability between the vortex-lattice and dots array. We also studied the transverse depinning of the vortex-
lattice as is moving longitudinally along channels. We found that transverse depinning forces are enhanced
with respect to the static situation. The results are discussed in terms of the dynamical evolution of order in the
vortex-lattice.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamics of the vortex-lattice �VL� in type-II super-
conducting films with periodic arrays of pinning centers have
attracted increasing interest during the last years. Nano-
lithography techniques allow fabrication of ordered arrays of
magnetic or nonmagnetic pinning centers whose shape, size,
and position can be accurately controlled in the submicro-
metric range �for a review, see Ref. 1�. This has allowed
experimental exploration of many phenomena regarding
static and dynamic properties of the VL. The most remark-
able effects arising in this kind of nanostructured supercon-
ductors include commensurability between the VL and the
periodic array of pinning centers,2–12 competition between
random and periodic pinning,13 channeling effects in the VL
dynamics,14 or the ratchet effect.15 Interestingly, much of the
physics related to VL dynamics on periodic pinning poten-
tials might apply to other systems in which transport of small
particles takes place through fixed periodic potentials, as for
instance colloids,16 electrons in periodic antidot arrays,17 etc.
A worthwhile research area is how to guide the motion of
such particles. The present paper is dedicated to study guided
vortex motion on artificial pinning potentials under the ac-
tion of an external driving force.

Earlier experimentally and theoretically VL dynamics on
periodic pinning potentials, as a function of the direction of
an applied driving force, seem to be in disagreement. Nu-
merical simulations for square arrays of pinning centers18,19

imply that, under appropriate conditions, vortex motion takes
place only along preferred directions. For small driving
forces, the vortex motion is guided along the main symmetry
axis of the square array �sides and diagonals�. Therefore the
VL velocity is not parallel to the driving force when this is
applied away from such privileged directions. This effect
was explained in terms of commensurability between the VL
and the periodic pinning potential which occurs only for mo-
tion along the sides or diagonals. Therefore,18,19 the com-
mensuration gives raise to transverse pinning, which keeps
the VL moving along sides or diagonals even if the driving
force is applied along other directions. Recent experiments in
Pb thin films with square arrays of pinning centers have
shown evidence for guided vortex motion along the sides of

the array.20 However the mechanism responsible for this be-
havior seems to be different than the one discussed
above,18,19 since commensurability between the VL and the
periodic array was observed for any direction of the driving
force and of the VL motion.20

An essential ingredient of the origin of guided vortex mo-
tion arises from the VL dynamics on rectangular arrays of
pinning centers. For these, theoretical calculations predict
anisotropic VL dynamics, with easy-flow paths along the
shortest lattice vector of the array.21 This was experimentally
shown for Nb thin films with rectangular arrays of magnetic
pinning centers.14 The physical origin of such easy-flow
paths �channels� arises from the overlap of the pinning po-
tential wells existing around each magnetic dot in the array.
The smaller the distance between dots, the broader the pin-
ning overlap, which produces channels for the VL motion
along the direction of the shortest lattice vector of the array.
Moreover, this channeling potential landscape efficiently
locks in the motion of the VL along the easy-flow paths.
Therefore, the VL is strongly guided along these privileged
directions although the driving force is in another direction.22

In the present paper, we study in detail VL dynamics on
channeled pinning potential landscapes. We compare the be-
havior of samples with square �fourfold symmetry� to those
with rectangular �twofold symmetry� arrays of pinning cen-
ters. Using a special arrangement of electrodes we are able to
measure the VL velocity as a function of direction of the
applied driving force, for all in-plane directions. We show
that the VL is guided along privileged directions in the case
of twofold symmetries, while for the fourfold symmetry the
VL moves following the direction of the driving force �Sec.
III A�. We have also performed experiments to study the ef-
fect of the applied driving force direction on the commensu-
rability between the VL and the periodic array �Sec. III B�.
Finally, we explored transverse effects in the dynamics of the
VL, which arise from the anisotropy in the pinning potential.
In particular, we have investigated the VL depinning in the
perpendicular direction to channels while driven longitudi-
nally. When the VL is moving along channels at moderated
velocity transverse depinning of the VL requires a larger
force than in the static situation. This transverse pinning,
together with the depinning mechanism itself, will be dis-
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cussed in terms of the dynamic evolution of commensurabil-
ity, in Sec. III C.

II. EXPERIMENT

Ordered arrays of magnetic �Ni� dots were fabricated us-
ing e-beam lithography and sputtering techniques, on Si
�100� substrates. The fabrication procedure has the usual
steps; definition of the pattern by e-beam writing on the re-
sist covering the substrate, developing, Ni sputter deposition
and lift-off. After these, Ni nanostructures on top of the sub-
strate are covered with a sputtered Nb thin film. Ni thickness
�dots height� is 40 nm and Nb film is 100 nm thick. Further
details on this procedure can be found elsewhere.1 For this
work, we have fabricated arrays with different anisotropies:
sample A has an array with square symmetry, and lattice
parameters a�b=500�500 nm2, while samples B and C
have arrays with rectangular symmetry arrays, with lattice
parameters a�b=400�500 nm2 and a�b=400�625 nm2,
respectively. The dots diameter is �=225±20 nm for all
samples. Critical temperatures were Tc=8.21 K for sample
A, Tc=8.63 K for sample B, and Tc=8.75 K for sample C.

Magnetotransport experiments were carried out in a liquid
He cryostat with a superconducting magnet and variable
temperature insert control with 1 mK stability. The magnetic
field was always perpendicular to the film plane and thus
perpendicular to the injected dc electrical current J. The
samples were patterned with a cross-shaped measuring
bridge �see Fig. 1�a��, using optical lithography and ion-
etching. This bridge allows injecting in the sample two cross-
ing currents �Ja and Jb�, and simultaneously measuring volt-
age drops along two perpendicular directions Va=V3−V2 and
Vb=V2−V1. With this arrangement, the direction and magni-
tude of the Lorentz force on the VL can be controlled: Since
FL=J�n�0 �with �0=2.07�10−15 Wb and n a unit vector
parallel to the applied magnetic field�, each one of the or-
thogonally injected currents yields the components Fa
=Jb�0 and Fb=Ja�0, and therefore the magnitude of the Lor-
entz force is FL=�Fa

2+Fb
2, and its direction �

=arctan�Fb /Fa�=arctan�Ja /Jb� �see Fig. 1�b��. Other forces
acting on the VL, such as the Bardeen-Stephen viscous
friction,23 the Magnus force,24 pinning, etc. are considered to
be internal forces of the system. The only controllable �“driv-

ing”� external force is the applied Lorentz force. Our experi-
ments address the dynamic response of the VL to this exter-
nal force, as a function of its direction and magnitude. Since
the electric field E=B�v, �v the VL velocity�, the compo-
nents of the VL velocity along a and b in the array are va
=Vb / �dB� and vb=Va / �dB� �where d the distance between
contacts�, the magnitude v=�va

2+vb
2 and the direction �

=arctag�vb /va�. The definition of angles and directions with
respect to the array of dots is depicted in Fig. 1�b�.

The dc magnetoresistance in the mixed state of samples
with periodic arrays of pinning centers exhibits well-known
commensurability.2–14 Deep minima develop as a conse-
quence of the geometrical matching between the VL and the
underlying periodic structure, which provides the pinning for
the VL �see Fig. 2�. For sample A minima occur when the
applied magnetic field yields an integer number of vortices
per unit cell of the array. Accordingly, the observed minima
period is �H=82 Oe �see Fig. 2�, in good agreement with
the expected value �H=�0 /ab=82.8 Oe �with a=b
=500 nm�. For the samples B and C, with rectangular arrays,
two different regimes are found. In the low-field regime, the
periodic minima correspond to an integer number of vortices
per unit cell; for sample B, �Hlow=104 Oe ��Hlow=�0 /ab
=103 Oe�, while for sample C, �Hlow=84 Oe ��Hlow

=�0 /ab=82.9 Oe�. In the high-field regime, the period cor-
responds to matching between vortex-lattice parameter and
the short side a of the rectangular array, �Hhigh=122 Oe for
sample B and �Hhigh=130 Oe for sample C �in quite good
agreement with �Hhigh=�0 /a2=129 Oe�. The transition be-
tween these two different regimes has been explained in
terms of the reconfiguration in the vortex lattice from rect-
angular to square geometry.12 Additionally, fractional match-
ing effects25 are present for sample B, for which shallow but
clear minima appear at fields 0.5�Hlow=52 Oe and
1.5�Hlow=156 Oe.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Anisotropic dynamics and guided vortex motion

As a first approach to VL dynamics, we measured the full
vector v �VL velocity� for different directions ��� but same

FIG. 1. �a� Micrograph of the measurement bridge. The array of
magnetic dots is in the dark area over which the two currents Ja and
Jb cross. �b� Sketch with notation definition of angles and directions
with respect to the unit cell of the array.

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance for �=00 for samples A �T
=0.995Tc, Ja=12.5 kA cm−2�, B �T=0.99Tc, Ja=12.5 kA cm−2�,
and C �T=0.99Tc, Ja=12.5 kA cm−2�. Curves have been shifted
along the y-axis for clarity. The arrows indicate the magnetic fields
Hmatching and Hout �see text in Sec. II B�.
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magnitude of the driving force FL. Here we present only a
brief description of the essential phenomenology for tem-
perature T�0.99Tc and applied magnetic fields correspond-
ing to one vortex per pinning site in the array.

Figure 3�a� shows a polar plot of the magnitude v of the
VL velocity as a function of driving force direction �. The
rectangular array �sample C, black circles� shows a very dif-
ferent behavior from the square array �sample A, open
circles�. For the rectangular symmetry, the VL dynamics is
highly anisotropic, i.e., the VL velocity is strongly dependent
on the direction of the driving force �Fig. 3�a��. As the driv-
ing force is rotated closer to the long-axis �b� of the array,
�→90°, the VL velocity decreases by two orders of magni-
tude. For sample A �square array, open circles�, VL velocity
is slightly faster when the driving force is applied at �=45°
�or equivalents� than along any other direction, although the
anisotropy is much lower than for the rectangular array. The
VL velocity for a driving force along �=0° or the equivalent
directions is about 30% lower than for �=45°. Small imper-
fections existing in real samples, i.e., slightly different array
lattice parameters or minor differences in the distance be-
tween contacts produce different velocities along �=0° and

�=90° and even different normal state electrical resistance.
For instance, the resistance at �=0° is around 7% higher than
along �=90°.

Figure 3�b� shows the direction of motion of the vortex-
lattice � plotted versus the direction � of the driving force.
For the rectangular array �sample C, black circles� the mo-
tion direction � is locked-in close to �=0 although the driv-
ing force FL is applied in a very different direction �up to
�=80°�. Above this angle the VL velocity rotates, but only at
�=90° it becomes parallel to the driving force �����. This
shows that for rectangular arrays �sample B shows similar
behavior�, the VL motion is strongly guided along the short
array side a, due to the channeled pinning potential
landscape.22 On the contrary, for sample A �square array,
white circles�, the VL essentially follows the direction of the
driving force ����� in the whole angular range �see Fig.
3�b��. This behavior is different to that theoretically predicted
in numerical simulations,18 and also differs from the experi-
mental results for superconducting Pb samples with square
arrays of antidots.20 In both of these works, under some con-
ditions, the vortex motion was guided along the principal
symmetry axes of the square array. The difference between
these earlier results and the one presented here may be due to
the more intense pinning provided by magnetic dots as com-
pared to antidots.26 Stronger pinning, together with shorter
inter-pinning sites distances in the array, yield easy-flow
paths in the pinning potential that might be better defined
than those of Ref. 20. The existence of such easy-flow paths
�channels�, that guide the VL along the shortest interdots
distance in the rectangular arrays, has important implica-
tions. In the fourfold symmetry sample A there are two
equivalent perpendicular directions along which interdots
distances are the shortest, the two sides a=b of the square
array. Then two perpendicular and identical channels for the
VL might be expected along such directions. Thus the VL
can follow the driving force by switching from one channel
to the other, moving in a staircase fashion instead of follow-
ing straight trajectories. This kind of staircase motion has
already been found in numerical simulations of similar sys-
tems, such as particles driven through colloidal lattices.16 As
shown above, the VL velocity is highest along the array di-
agonals. This is in qualitative agreement with the proposed
staircase motion, which would yield a more disordered VL
flow. In the following section we show that commensurabil-
ity between the VL and the square array is degraded when
the driving force is along the square diagonals, thus reducing
pinning and yielding a higher VL velocity.

B. Dynamic and angular dependence of commensurability
between the VL and the periodic array

To investigate the dependence of commensurability on the
driving force direction, and VL velocity, we applied an ap-
proach proposed earlier.13,22 We measured isothermal I-V
characteristics close to Tc, in several applied magnetic fields
and for several angles �. From these I-V characteristics we
calculate the VL velocity and direction of motion � for a
given driving force FL, obtaining FL�v� and ��v� as de-
scribed in Sec. II. This is done in two different applied mag-

FIG. 3. �a� Vortex-lattice velocity v=�va
2+vb

2 as a function of
the direction � of the driving force at the first matching field, nor-
malized to velocity for �=0 �v0�. �b� Vortex lattice direction of
motion �=arctag�vb /va� as a function of the direction of the driving
force �. Black circles are for sample C �rectangular array� at T
=0.99Tc, H=84 Oe, and FL=1.03�10−7 N m−1. White circles are
for sample A �square array� at T=0.995Tc, H=82 Oe, and FL

=5.17�10−7 N m−1.
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netic fields around the matching fields at which there are
integer number of vortices per pinning site in the periodic
array. In particular, a first curve is measured exactly at the
matching field FL matching�v�, and a second one in a magnetic
field below, in between matching fields FL out�v� �see arrows
in Fig. 2�. The difference gives the pinning force enhance-
ment at the matching field,

FL matching�v� − FL out�v� � �FL�v� . �1�

Figure 4�a� shows �FL�v� for sample A �square array�, for
several directions � of the driving force. For all angles
�FL�v� increases monotonically with the VL velocity, in
good agreement with previous reports for similar samples.13

This trend holds up to a maximum velocity, around v
�100 m/s, above which �FL�v� decreases and tends to
zero. The velocity at which �FL�v� is maximum is indepen-
dent of the direction � of the applied driving force. However
its magnitude decreases as the driving force is rotated from
�=0° to �=45°. Thus �FL�v� for �=45° is below all other
curves.

The analysis for the second matching field H=2�H for
the rectangular array sample C is depicted in Fig. 4�b�. The
results are in qualitative agreement with those for sample B,
and are also similar to those around the first matching field.22

�FL�v� increases as the driving force approaches the long
side of the array b��→90° �. The �FL�v� maximum shifts
from v�100 m/s to lower velocities above �=60°. This be-
havior can be understood by plotting �FL�v��cos��� for

each � �Fig. 4�c��. �FL����cos�����FL��=0� up to a
given threshold velocity vth �see arrows in Fig. 4�c��, which
depends on the driving force direction, i.e., vth decreases as
�→90°. This scaling behavior shows that, up to vth, the
component of the driving force Fb along the side b of the
rectangular array has no effect on the VL dynamics, i.e.,
below vth the driving force perpendicular to the channels
plays no role.

To determine the VL motion direction ��� above and be-
low the threshold velocity vth, we calculate ��v� from the
I-V characteristics at matching fields. An example is shown
in the inset of Fig. 5. Each curve shows the VL motion
direction � as a function of the velocity magnitude v, for
several directions of the applied driving force �. Three re-
gimes are found for each curve �except for �=0° or �=90°�.
In the first regime, the VL motion is guided along the chan-
nels in the pinning landscape �along the short axis of the
array a, since �=0�. This regime holds up to a given veloc-
ity, vd, at which the VL depins in the direction perpendicular
to channels, i.e., at which the VL starts moving also along
the long side of the array b ���0�. In the second regime, �
progressively rotates as VL velocity increases, and comes
closer to �. Finally, in the third regime above a given vs, �
��. Qualitatively, the same behavior is observed for samples
B and C, at their first and second matching fields.

The relationship between vth, vd, and vs in the three re-
gimes above is shown in Fig 5, for both samples B and C, at
their first and second matching fields. The correlations
present in Fig. 5 are similar in both samples. The higher
anisotropy of sample C �400�625 nm2� compared to sample
B �400�500 nm2� results in slightly higher velocities vth

FIG. 4. �a� �FL�v� at T=0.99Tc for sample A, at the first match-
ing field Hmatching=82 Oe �Hout=60 Oe�, for several �=0°
�squares�, 30° �circles�, 45° �up triangles�. �b� �FL�v� at T
=0.99Tc for sample C at the second matching field H=168 Oe
�Hout=140 Oe�, for several �=0° �squares�, 30° �circles�, 45° �up
triangles�, 60° �down triangles�, 75° �diamonds�, and 85° �left tri-
angles�. �c� The same data from �b� but scaled as �FL�v��cos���.
vth indicates the threshold velocity for �FL����cos�����FL��
=0�.

FIG. 5. vth versus vd for sample C �black squares first matching
field, black circles second matching field� and sample B �hollow
squares first matching field, hollow circles second matching field�;
and vth versus vs for sample C �black triangles first matching field,
black diamonds second matching field� and for sample B �hollow
triangles first matching field, hollow diamonds second matching
field�. The continuous line is vth=vd or vth=vs. Dashed and dotted
lines are guides to the eye. Inset: vortex-lattice direction of motion
�=arctag�vb /va� versus its velocity v=�va

2+vb
2 for several angles

�=0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 85°, and 90° �from bottom to top�, for
sample C at second matching field and T=0.99Tc. Arrows point to
vd and vs.
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and vd. The most remarkable feature is that the threshold
velocity vth is always well below the velocity vd at which the
VL depins along the direction perpendicular to channels.
This can be clearly seen in Fig. 5, since all the experimental
points are well below the line vth=vd or vth=vs.

The magnitude of �FL�v� is a direct measure of the dif-
ference in interaction between the VL and the pinning poten-
tial at and out of matching field. �FL�v� is positive when the
pinning force at matching is enhanced with respect to the
pinning force out of matching. This pinning enhancement is
a consequence of the commensurability between the VL and
the periodic array. �FL�v� vanishes if the pinning force is
similar at matching and out of it, indicating that the effect of
the periodic pinning potential is reduced and there are no
effects of commensurability between the VL and the periodic
array. As explained in Ref. 13, the magnitude of �FL�v� is
proportional to the degree of ordering of the VL compared
with the periodic pinning potential. Larger �FL�v� values
denote longer VL correlation lengths.13 Thus �FL�v� curves
for different � in principle monitor the dependence of the
ordering of the VL on the direction of the driving force.

This suggests that for the rectangular array �Fig. 4�b��, at
low velocities the ordering of the VL increases as the driving
force is exerted closer to the long side b ��→90° �. Contrary
however, the scaling behavior displayed in Fig. 4�c� implies
that �FL�v� increases as �→90° because the component of
the driving force perpendicular to channels Fb is not effec-
tive below vth. Therefore the increase of �FL�v� as �→90°
�Fig. 4�b�� does not account here for a higher ordering of the
VL, but it is simply due to the effective driving force being
reduced to Fa=FL�cos���. Aside from this, for each ��0,
the decrease of �FL�v� above vth implies that the interaction
between the VL and the pinning potential is reduced above
this threshold velocity. As we shown in Fig. 5 vth�vd, i.e.,
when vth is reached VL motion is still locked-in along chan-
nels. Therefore, the reduction of �FL�v� above vth is not
related to the depinning of the VL in the direction perpen-
dicular to channels, but to the value of Fb, the component of
the driving force along such direction. This suggests that
vortex dynamics in an anisotropic potential landscape cannot
be understood within a simple model considering two or-
thogonal different pinning strengths and the vortex lattice
moving in each direction independently, i.e., there are trans-
verse effects that affect commensurability. Those are inves-
tigated in the following section.

As showed before, for the square symmetry array, �FL�v�
curves are qualitatively similar for all �, but their magnitude
decreases as the driving force changes from �=0° to
�=45° �see Fig. 4�a��. This indicates that the VL has a lower
degree of ordering when it is pushed along the square diago-
nals ��=45° �, since commensurability effects are reduced.
This also agrees the results described in Sec. III A: for a
given value of the driving force, the VL velocity is slightly
higher when it is pushed along �=45° than when it is pushed
along other directions �see Fig. 3�a��.

The behavior for the square array might be related to the
transverse effect described above. The square array might
yield a pinning landscape with two perpendicular easy-flow
channels for the VL. For instance, for �=45° we propose that

the VL moves switching from one channel to the perpendicu-
lar one in a staircase fashion to follow the direction of the
driving force. As the VL is moving longitudinally along the
channels, there would be a component of the driving force
perpendicular to the channel. As found for the rectangular
arrays, the application of a transverse force affects the inter-
action between the VL and the pinning potential: commen-
surability effects are reduced ��FL�v� decreases�, ordering of
the VL is lower, and therefore the pinning is weaker.

C. Transverse effects

To gain further insight into transverse effects, we have
performed another set of experiments on samples B and C
�samples with rectangular arrays�. In these experiments we
measure v vs FL in one direction while a constant transverse
force is applied. At the same time, we monitor the VL veloc-
ity along the transverse direction. These experiments were
done both along and perpendicular to the direction of the
channels in the potential landscape. In our notation, Fa and
va are the force and velocity, respectively, along the chan-
nels, and Fb and vb the force and perpendicular to the chan-
nels. The results for sample C at the first matching field �one
vortex per pinning site� are shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6�a� shows the velocities along the channels va�Fa�
for several applied transverse forces Fb. VL velocities in the
direction perpendicular to channels vb measured simulta-
neously are depicted in Fig. 6�b�. For any transverse force
Fb�10−6 N m−1, va�Fa� curves are almost identical, i.e., dy-
namics along the channels is not affected by Fb. Above Fb
=2.5�10−6 N m−1, the va�Fa� curve shifts to lower Fa, a

FIG. 6. For sample C at T=0.99Tc and first matching field; �a�
va�Fb� and �b� vb�Fb� at several applied constants Fa �in
10−6 N m−1�. The horizontal dotted line is the velocity criteria at
which Fb=Fcb. �c� va�Fa� and �d� vb�Fa� at several applied constant
Fb �in 10−6 N m−1�. The horizontal dotted line is the velocity at
which Fa=Fca.
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linear �Ohmic� regime develops at low driving forces Fa, and
the depinning force along channels Fca is reduced �critical
depinning forces Fci have been always taken as the force
needed the cause vi�5 m/s. This occurs even if this trans-
verse force is not high enough to depin the VL in the direc-
tion b perpendicular to the channels �Fig. 6�b��. This in
agreement with Sec. III B, where we found that above a
given velocity for guided VL motion along channels, com-
mensurability effects are degraded if a perpendicular driving
force is present, even before depinning in the perpendicular
direction takes place.

Figure 6�d� shows vb�Fb� along the perpendicular to chan-
nels, for several constant Fa applied along the channels. The
velocity along the channels va is depicted in Fig. 6�c�. For
Fa=0 or Fa=1.03�10−7 �this yields va�20 m/s, see Fig.
6�c��, vb�Fb� are very similar and also the critical forces Fcb
are the same. However for 2.5�10−7 N m−1	Fa	5.17
�10−7 N m−1, vb�Fb� curves are shifted to higher Fb �dashed
curves in Fig. 6�d�� and Fcb are enhanced. Within this range
of forces Fa the VL flows along channels with velocities in
the range va�20–100 m/s before depining in the perpen-
dicular direction takes place �see Fig. 6�c��. That is to say,
when the VL is moving along the channels at moderate ve-
locities, the critical force Fcb is slightly higher than the static
critical force observed for va=0. However, as the force along
the channels Fa is further increased and for longitudinal VL
velocities va�100 m/s �Fa�10−6 N m−1�, the critical force
for depinning in the transverse direction Fcb drops monotoni-
cally. In summary, for a given range of velocities va
�20–100 m/s, the VL motion along the channels gives
raise to transverse pinning yielding enhanced transverse criti-
cal forces.

Transverse pinning in driven lattices was theoretically
predicted by Giamarchi and Le Doussal,27,28 and observed in
numerical simulations for many systems.29–33 Barriers for
transverse depinning may appear in longitudinally moving
lattices if a dynamic mechanism enhances the transverse cor-
relations of the lattice. In our system, VL correlations would
be enhanced because of the interaction between the VL and
the periodic pinning potential. As we showed in Sec. III B,
commensurability effects are enhanced when the VL velocity
increases, as the effect of intrinsic �disordered� pinning is
overcome and the periodic one becomes dominant.13 The pa-
rameter we used to monitor this evolution, �FL�v�, increased
monotonically up to a maximum value at a VL velocity
around 100 m/s. The enhancement of commensurability ef-
fects reflects a higher ordering of the VL, i.e., longer VL
correlation lengths. In such regime, it is expected that the VL
presents a higher degree of topological order along the trans-
verse than along the longitudinal direction.14,34 The enhanced
transverse correlations for velocities 20 m/s�v�100 m/s
would be responsible for the observed transverse pinning in
our system. Recalling again the evolution of �FL�v� �Sec.
III B� the fact that transverse pinning disappears for va
�100 m/s can be also understood, since above that velocity
commensurability effects progressively smear out. This ex-
plains the subsequent decrease of Fcb for velocities va
�100 m/s.

The behaviors discussed above for rectangular arrays are
summarized in Fig. 7. Here similar data for sample B are

also included. In this graph, the critical depinning force as a
function of the applied transverse force is depicted for both
directions along �Fca� and perpendicular �Fcb� to channels.
The main difference in the results for samples B and C is that
the higher anisotropy of sample C yields higher values of the
critical depinning force Fcb.

The area of the plot is divided into two regions, I and II.
The area labeled as I corresponds to low transverse driving
forces �Fa or Fb	10−6 N m−1�. In this range depinning force
along channels Fca is not affected by Fb. However the depin-
ning force in the direction perpendicular to channels Fcb is
slightly enhanced. In this range Fa yields moderate va along
the channels, which increases VL topological order and
transverse correlations because of the optimum interaction
with the periodic potential substrate �commensurability�. Be-
fore depinning along b takes place �i.e., below the line
Fcb�Fa��, ordered flow of the VL develops along the chan-
nels. A sketch of vortex motion is shown in the inset of Fig.
7.

In the region labeled II, for transverse forces
10−6 N m−1	Fa, Fb	3.5�10−6 N m−1, the critical depin-
ning forces Fca and Fcb decrease as the corresponding trans-
verse forces Fb or Fa are further increased. In this range Fa
causes high VL velocities along the channels, reducing com-
mensurability as we showed in Sec. III B, thus causing Fcb to
decrease. Fb reduces the VL correlations in the direction per-
pendicular to channels, which weakens pinning and com-
mensurability effects. Therefore Fca also decreases with Fb
in this regime. Above Fca and with Fb�Fcb, the VL motion
is guided along channels, but in a more disordered flow, as
sketched in the inset of Fig. 7.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated angular dependent dynamics of the
VL in samples with ordered arrays of magnetic pinning cen-

FIG. 7. Left-bottom axes: Critical depinning force Fcb as a func-
tion of the applied transverse force Fa, at first matching field for
samples B �hollow circles� and C �black circles�. Right-top axes:
Critical depinning force Fca as a function of the applied transverse
force Fb at first matching field for samples B �hollow squares� and
C �black squares�. For an explanation on areas I and II, see text. The
pictures represent vortex motion in regimes I and II, as explained in
the text.
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ters. The whole in-plane angular range has been explored.
Arrays of fourfold symmetry �square arrays� and twofold
symmetry �rectangular array� have been studied. In summary
the main results are:

�a� The magnetic character of the dots creates a very
strong pinning potential around each dot in the array. Be-
cause of this, the overlap of pinning potential wells around
contiguous magnetic dots yields easy-flow paths for the VL
along the directions which has the shorter distance between
dots. This gives raise to a “channeled” pinning potential
landscape.

�b� In samples with square arrays the vortex dynamics
shows fourfold symmetry and the VL mean motion direction
is parallel to the driving force.

�c� In samples with arrays of rectangular symmetry, the
VL motion has easy-flow paths �channels� along the direc-
tion of the shortest lattice vector of the array. Under some
conditions the VL is strongly guided along those channels
and because of this the VL velocity is away from the driving
force direction.

�d� Commensurability effects between the VL and the ar-
ray unit cell were studied applying forces perpendicular to

the VL motion. Two transverse competing effects develop.
When the VL is moving along channels and a strong enough
perpendicular force is applied, ordering in the VL degrades
and thus pinning forces related to commensurability de-
crease. On the other hand, motion along channels at moder-
ate velocities enhances VL ordering and transverse correla-
tions, yielding enhanced transverse pinning. Because of these
effects, in the twofold symmetry potential landscapes, the
magnitude of the components of the driving force along the
two symmetry axes determine the different flow regimes of
the VL: guided motion along channels with different degrees
of ordering in the VL, or motion in the direction of the driv-
ing force.
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